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Use analogies to make basic ECG concepts comprehensible and memorable for your students! The
anatomy of the heart is like a house with rooms and doors. The intra-atrial and internodal pathways
are like highways. Your students will absorb ECG interpretation like a sponge!This diverting,
EZ-to-read approach, coupled with sound educational theory, encourages learning in students who
are frustrated by the non-descriptive, formulaic writing found in most other textbooks. It's an
alternative to the staid, jumpy approach found in other introductory ECG texts:Â Â â€¢Â Â Well
written, and in a style that is lighthearted and entertainingÂ Â â€¢Â Â A highly visual approach with
illustrations and boxes that engage studentsÂ Â â€¢Â Â Peppered with analogies that make learning
funÂ Â â€¢Â Â "Building block" approach that progressively layers the content for students from
simple to complexThis is the book your students will use to understand the basic concepts of ECG,
develop their ability to identify rhythms (especially life-threatening ones), and learn the appropriate
response to patients with life-threatening rhythms."I think the "Now You Know" section is crucial to
summarizing what wascovered in the chapters...particularly if a person is short on time andwants to
get thehighlights. I also like the fill in the blanks at the end of eachchapter.I think it's a good way to
self assess...It reminds me a little of thebook I used to learn EKGs by Dubin, but I think this one is
set up alittle better. It also explainsthings more clearly." -- Lauren Staple, Student Reviewer
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Personally, I thought this was quite boring, however, I ordered it for my daughter who happened to

be studying to be a ECG tech, and she was thrilled with it. She immediately looked at it, and started
discussing what each example meant.....I went back to reading my book!

My Dental office where I work has this book. I just flipped some pages through it and loved how it
walked you through it. But, what caught my attention was the very back of the book where it had
dozens of rythmn's for you to interpret on your own. I cannot tell how how many times I have seen
these rythmns on ACLS tests, tests for employment (I work Emergency Room too) and for
continuing education through the Hospital's Education and Development.I'm getting one to keep as
a refresher and now that both daughters have graduated Nursing school this will make it easier for
them. A very understandable book.

Great to finally find a text that provides the information in easy to understand terms. Love the
analagies, they really help with understanding and retaining the knowledge.

Excellent condition. Just like a new book. Inexpensiveness!!I give this book 6 stars.I am taking EKG
class at school, and we use this book in the class.I have to pay a lot more money for this book at
school bookstore.

I have very much enjoyed this book. Easy to understand, very thorough. I would recommend it for
keeping current and fresh on ECG and also to teach with.

This book as a lot of good info on ecg arrhythmias. Easy to read and retain information once read.
Helpful diagrams on heart rhythms.

I used this book to teach myself ECG before the semester started and it was perfect! The way the
author describes things make it easy to understand!

Very helpful, easy to understand book. Thorough, but not elementary. This is great book for nursing
students, and other medical staff alike.
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